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Making fun & imaginative wooden toys on the scroll saw is child s play with this book! Author Erin

Freuchtel-Dearing, a stay-at-home mom who taught herself to make toys without any prior

woodworking experience, shows how to make 75 simple and charming wooden toys using just a

scroll saw and a few simple tools. Her toys are so easy to make that your children can help to create

and decorate them too.
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Concerned with the safety of commercially produced toys, Freuchtel-Dearing purchased a

secondhand scroll saw and began making?and then selling?her own natural wood toys. In this

guide, she shares techniques, tips, and patterns for making a variety of safe, eco-friendly toys well

suited for creative play. The projects are organized thematically (farm, fairy tale, ocean, cityscape,

and forest), and the author provides a useful introduction to woodworking techniques. Most of the

toys are simple and require little to no woodworking experience. An enjoyable guide to making toys

to please children under eight.In a time of rushing about, many parents are looking toward natural

wooden toys for their children, free of toxic chemicals, flashing lights, and obnoxious sounds.

Studies have shown that simple toys encourage more creative play from children, making simple

wooden toys or handmade cloth desirable. For many, the cost of lovely wooden toys is prohibitive

and making the toys is a daunting idea for individuals without any wood working experience. In her

book Natural Wooden Toys: 75 Easy-to-Make and Kid-Safe Designs to Inspire Imaginations &



Creative Play, Erin Freuchtel-Dearing has broken down the process of making your own wooden

toys, from tool selection to natural dyes and sealing. With full color illustrations and numerous

patterns which can be copied and used, the book is a great resource for non-wood workers who

would like to make simple wooden toys for children. Waldorf education and philosophy are

mentioned briefly toward the beginning of the book but the designs and information are applicable to

anyone with a desire to make natural toys.includes plans for over 75 toys in themes ranging from

fairytale to forest and farm to city. Developed by author Erin Freutchel-Dearing for her own children,

the toys are constructed with basic tools like a scroll saw, palm sander and drill. Finishing advice is

also included.This is a really fun book that you will love. Seventy-five great toys ready to be made

for you or for someone else's kids. The toys are real simple to make with a scroll saw or even a fret

saw and are finished with natural colors. Paprika will provide a beautiful orange shade, blueberries a

flavorful purple. Specialty artist shops can provide you with brilliant non-toxic finishes as well. The

toys are very basic but just as enjoyable for toddlers as those high tech toys to play with. And, full

patterns are provided by the author; she provides recipes for the colors as well.

Erin Freutchel-Dearing is a stay-at-home mom with two young children. Concerns about the safety

of her children's toys, as well as the low level of play and imagination they were promoting, led her

to purchase a scroll saw on Craigslist and learn to make wooden toys from scratch. Her previous

experience with a sewing machine made the transition to the scroll saw effortless. She began selling

her creative, colorful, and child-safe toys on Etsy.com. She was chosen from over 2000 applicants

to become a part of Etsy's 25-member Second Community Council and represents the areas of toys

and woodworking. As Erin put it, "I am evidence that your typical mom with very little familiarity with

power tools can learn to make simple, safe, creative, open-ended wooden toys for their children."

a good book overall, many toy choices to reproduce. good info on paints to use or berry juice etc ,

making the toys safe for kids. wish it had more info on some supply items needed, but overall a

great book for beginning toy makers

Bought this book because I was interested in learning about making wooden toys for my baby girl.

As a new mom, I was pretty surprised and appalled to find out all the harmful toxins in baby

products and toys! So I am considering making some special toys for my daughter. This book is

very helpful in discussing the different types of tools, wood dyes, and wood finishes. There are

patterns and the projects are very easy to follow along. Everything is well illustrated. Love the



organization and flow of the book as well. Would recommend this book to beginners looking to make

their own toys.

It may be OK, but it hasn't arrived yet, 4th December 2016
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